This graduation exhibition represents work by students studying in the following degrees:

Bachelor of Visual Arts (BVA)
Bachelor of Visual Arts (Honours) (BVA Hons)
Master of Moving Image (MMI)
2020 represented a very challenging year for students completing their studies at Sydney College of the Arts, but this catalogue celebrates their amazing endurance and commitment to their work at such a unique moment in history.

Equally these remarkable achievements would not have been possible without the dedicated support of SCA’s academic and professional staff who managed online and on campus learning throughout the Covid-19 restrictions.

SCA was fortunate to be able to deliver the exhibition in the very beautiful new Gallery and adjoining spaces in SCA’s new home in the Old Teacher’s College Building on Camperdown Campus.

I extend my gratitude to our donors; whose generous bequests enable us to offer four major awards: the Jerome de Costa and Dorothy Downes Memorial Scholarship; and the Fauvette Loureiro Memorial Scholarships.

Year after year, these awards have expanded opportunities for SCA’s students and graduates.

I am also grateful to our generous supporters.

- Artereal Gallery for the Artereal Gallery Mentorship Award
- Dragon Image for the SCA Master of Moving Image Craft Award

I congratulate all exhibitors in SCA’s 2020 Graduation Show and wish you continued success in your future careers.

Julie Rrap
Acting Director,
Sydney College of the Arts,
The University of Sydney
Welcome to Australia
Shuang He – MMI
COMEDY
Writer/Director: Shuang He
Editor/co-Writer: Abbie He
Producer: Tong Mu

Enxi Guo – MMI
DRAMA
Writer/Director: Enxi Guo
Editor: Ran Wang
Producer: Zhen Lyu

A Reasonable Dance

Warm Winter
Jing Li – MMI
HYBRID DRAMA
Writer/Director: Jing Li
Editor: Zixuan Zhang
Producer: Leilei Lian

Yue Jia – MMI
DRAMA
Director/Writer: Yue Jia
Producer: Queenie Wang
Editor/Sound Design: Jessie Sun
Props/Sets/Costume Designer: Jennie Ruan

Great to see you again
Maggie Li – MMI
Drama
Writer/Director: Maggie Li
Editor: Jun Huang
Producers: Maggie Li, Jun Huang
DOP: William Wu
Sound Design: Gia Wang
Pre-production: Shuai Liu

Ning Li – MMI
DRAMA Writer/Director/Editor: Ning Li
Producer: Mengyang Xu
DOP: William Wu
Co-Producer/Co-DOP: Wanliang We
Qian Liu – MMI
DRAMA
Director: Qian Liu
Writer: Bella Zhao

Xiaolin Liu – MMI
DYSTOPIAN THRILLER
Writer/Director: Xiang Yan
DOP: Xinyue Jia
Producer: Yize Li
Editor: Shuyu Chang

Daughter
Ken Ng – MMI
ANIMATION
Writer/Director/Producer: Ken Ng

Xiaolin Liu – MMI
DRAMA
Writer/Director/Producer: Xiaolin Liu

We Could...
Yiun-Chu Wu – MMI
ANIMATION
Writer/Director/Editor: Yiun-Chi Wu
DOP: Quinn Zeng

Surya Vijay Urs – MMI
DOCUMENTARY
Writer/Director/Producer/DOP: Surya Vijay Urs

Close to You

Abyss
Mengjia Yan – MMI
PSYCHO-DRAMA
Writer/Director: Mengjia Yan
DOP: Yunong Sun
Producer/Editor: Yuan Meng

Elvis Xia – MMI
SCIFI COMEDY ANIMATION
Writer/Director/Producer: Elvis Xia

Breeze

Silence